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A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF KUD LEARNING GOALS 

 

In order to effectively differentiate curriculum and instruction, it is vital to begin with clearly articulated 

learning goals.  The figure to the right illustrates the function of clear learning goals in differentiated 

curriculum and instruction.  Differentiated curriculum provides different paths to the SAME worthwhile 

destination.  While students may arrive at the destination via routes that most effectively address their 

unique learning strengths and needs, the destination must be the same for all students or the curriculum 

and instruction is not considered substantive, defensible differentiation.    

 

One of the most effective methods of writing clear learning goals is to write them in the “KUD” format.  In 

other words, identify exactly what students should Know, Understand, and be able to Do as a result of a 

unit or lesson.   

 

“Know” learning goals articulate necessary facts, procedures and discrete knowledge to be acquired.  

“Understand” learning goals are essential for ensuring the learning plans teach to meaning rather than 

rote learning.  These goals show a relationship between two or more concepts, are written in a complete 

sentence, and are transferable to other times, contexts, disciplines, or cultures.  Finally, “Do” learning 

goals are the process and thinking skills that students will develop throughout the unit or lesson.   Both 

understanding goals and “Do” goals should be transferable. 

 

All skills and knowledge must be subsumed under the deeper understandings of the learning goals.  In 

other words, knowledge is important in order to provide a context for deeper understanding.  Skills are 

used to assist students in the 

types of thinking and “doing” 

that allow them to make 

sense of the knowledge and 

come to deeper 

understanding.  These types 

of goals must be developed 

and acquired en route to deep 

understanding, otherwise it is 

unlikely that transfer and 

permanence will occur in 

learning.            

 

Finally, it is important to 

articulate these types of goals 

BEFORE designing or selecting 

learning tasks, activities, or 

plans to ensure that they are 

aligned to, and promote 

student growth towards, these 

goals.  

 

 

From Jessica Hockett, 2011 – Based on ideas from Tomlinson, 1999, and Wiggins & McTighe, 1998.

Different routes to the 
SAME worthwhile destination 

= DIFFERENTIATION
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UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF “DO” GOALS IN LEARNING PLANS 

 

Each type of goal should work as an integral part of the KUD learning goals for the unit or lesson.  “Do” 

goals provide a specific emphasis for the various skills students will use to explore and develop 

understanding (“Understand” goals) within the context of the content knowledge (“Know” goals) within the 

lesson or unit.   

 

Students should receive explicit skills instruction and support in developing and refining these skills as 

they are developing deeper understandings through the context provided by the content knowledge.  

 

Skills are most effective when taught as an intentional and integrated part of the whole learning 

experience, one that includes understanding and application of content knowledge.   

 

  

RECOGNIZING AND WRITING PURE SKILLS 

 

Skills-related or focused learning goals are often written within a specific context.  

These specific contexts can limit the ways in which the skill may be differentiated 

and may create confusing assessment challenges.  As you begin to write “Do” goals, 

it’s important to make sure they are “pure skills” and not skills that are “boxed in” by 

limiting contexts.   

 

When writing “Do” goals, one of the common ways teachers box themselves in with 

limiting contexts is to think only of the activity they want students to complete rather than parsing out the 

“pure skills” that the activities are intended to reflect.  There are two questions that should be asked in 

order to make sure “Do” goals are “pure skills”: (1) Is this skill reflective of the kinds of skills and 

methodologies that practitioners in a given field or discipline develop and use?  (2) Is this skill transferable 

to other contexts?   

 

First, the skills in learning goals should reflect the skills and methodologies used by practitioners.  A 

practical first step in writing “pure skills” is to spend time researching the skills of the discipline and using 

those to help articulate the “Do” goals for units or lessons.  Having an understanding of the types of skills 

and methodologies used by practitioners in a field or discipline can support the development of more 

authentic curriculum that is both meaningful and relevant to students.  Second, skills should be 

transferable, either within a given discipline or sometimes even transferable to other disciplines.   

 

The following example illustrates these points by examining a set of fifth grade social studies standards for 

a district in Missouri:  “Explain the American Revolution, including the perspectives of patriots and 

loyalists and factors that explain why the American colonists were successful.” 

 

At first glance, it might seem like a skill since the standard emphasizes skills.  What keeps this objective 

from being ready to list in the KUD goals, however, are the limiting contexts present: the American 

Revolution (specifies an event); the patriots and loyalists (specifies two groups of people involved); and the 

success of the American colonists (places a value on the outcome of the specific event). 

 

In order to write “pure skills” for “Do” learning goals, think about the skills and methodologies historians 

utilize when considering significant historical events or persons.  What skills will be revisited as students 

study various aspects of historical people, places, and events?  Take a look at the sample revisions for this 

standard: 
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 Carry out research and interpret various primary and secondary sources to form valid conclusions.   

o Examine and critique a variety of sources that reflect diverse and balanced viewpoints. 

o Compare, contrast and synthesize viewpoints. 

o Form conclusions and use valid sources to support your views. 

  

 Compare and contrast the personal and historical backgrounds, values, and motives of various 

groups or individuals involved in key historical events. 

o Consider the factors that shape a person’s perspective.   

o Examine and critique a variety of sources that reflect diverse and balanced viewpoints. 

o Compare, contrast and synthesize viewpoints. 

o Form conclusions and use valid sources to support your views. 

  

Notice that two transferable skills have been derived from the standard in ways that reflect the skills and 

methodologies of historians and are transferable to other contexts in the discipline.  Because these skills 

are quite complex, it is often useful to break them down and list the sub-skills that form the larger skill.  

This can make it more efficient and effective when planning assessment and instruction.   

 

Taking the time to parse out the pure skills from standards will make the select of learning tasks or 

activities—in ways that enable all students to be successful in developing and applying these skills—more 

effective.  Furthermore, it promotes better test design and evaluation of student needs.  That is, teachers 

can better evaluate student needs and strengths relative to skills or content knowledge or understanding 

when clearer goals are developed and tests are aligned to those goals.   

 

  

AVOIDING THE “EVERYTHING BUT THE KITCHEN SINK” PITFALL 

 

When writing clear learning goals, it’s important to keep in mind the analogy discussed earlier.  KUD 

learning goals represent the destination, and regardless of the routes that students will take, all students 

should arrive at that final destination. This means that the tasks and activities within the learning plan 

should be an intentionally-planned means to that end.   

 

In addition, all assessments, formal and informal, should gather information on student learning and 

needs relative those goals.  Again, because KUD goals are the intended destination, assessments should 

provide insight into what students need prior to beginning—as well as throughout the course of— the unit of 

study.  Assessments should also serve as an avenue for providing students with ongoing feedback on, and 

support towards, learning goals.  This is true for all KUD goals. 

 

One of the common mistakes teachers make when writing KUD goals is to list all the skills that students 

might use or encounter in a given lesson or unit.  Instead, only the skills for which students will receive 

explicit instruction or support in developing within the unit or lesson should be included.   

 

This distinction is important because of the vital link between goals, 

assessments, and instruction.  Because it would be impossible and 

overwhelming to focus on everything, it is important to be clear about what 

is to be accomplished in a given lesson or unit (KUD learning goals).  

Learning goals are to guide and anchor learning plans and assessments.   

 

What does this mean for lesson planning and curriculum development?  

When reading over KUD learning goals, consider whether or not the skills or 
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“Do” goals listed are actual goals towards which students are intended to arrive.   Are assessments 

designed to measure student needs relative to these goals?  Do learning activities support meaningful 

student work towards developing those skills?  If not, revise accordingly.      

 

 

THE PAYOFF FOR WRITING CLEAR “DO” GOALS 

 

Writing and refining curricular learning goals in KUD format is a skill set that requires time and hard work.  

This is particularly true in regards to writing “Understand” and “Do” goals (see the resources section of 

www.differentiationcentral.com for an article focused on “Understand” goals).   

 

Yet despite the challenges that come with learning and applying a new skill, there are some valuable 

payoffs that come with investing time and energy to ensure that KUD learning goals are clearly stated.  

This means there are valuable payoffs to the investment in clarifying “Do” goals.   

 

Designing clear and appropriate assessments is more effectively done when goals are clear.  Articulating 

the understandings, skills, and knowledge students are intended to gain as a result of a lesson or unit are 

the first steps in well-designed, needs-based curriculum and instructional plans.   

 

The next step is to develop assessments that measure students’ understanding, flexible and transferable 

use of skills, and acquisition of content knowledge.  These assessments should be used to inform 

instructional decisions (e.g. grouping, materials, scaffolding, teaching strategies).  This then yields a 

clearer sense of where students need the most support, scaffolding, connection to, or extension of 

learning.  Having a clearer sense of what students most need supports effective differentiation.    

  

 

CLOSING THOUGHTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Thinking about and refining skill or “Do” goals doesn’t have to be “one more thing” on a to-do list.  It can 

be extremely useful in making planning more efficient and effective.  Rather than wondering whether or 

not students are deriving transferable skills from the standards, intentional planning about specific skills 

that students will be guided in developing can ensure that learning is meaningful and lasting.   

 

One way to help organize thinking and planning for writing clear skill or “Do” learning goals is to consider 

different categories of skills.  On the next page is a chart that contains a sample of possible types or 

categories of skills, including examples for each category.  Keep in mind that these are ideas, not a 

comprehensive or authoritative list of categories.   

 

Also, remember that some skills, such as many of those included in the examples, are more effectively 

taught and assessed when broken into sub-skills.  Having a strong set of organized skills from which to 

refer while planning can help maximize the time spent planning individual lessons or units.  Similarly, 

thinking about various kinds of skills students need to develop over the course of their school years, and 

planning for those skills both across grades and within grades, can promote cohesive curriculum 

development in a school district, as well as help teachers with the selection process of writing KUD 

learning goals.   
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Sample Skill 

Types 

Examples 

Attitude, 

Affective, & 

Personal 

Development 

Skills 

· Respond to mistakes, setbacks, and failures by asking for clarification, feedback, and 

support in order to improve, learn, and grow. 

· Set specific academic growth goals and outline a plan of action to meet them. 

· Respond to feedback by revising, correcting, or editing work.   

Communication 

Skills 

· Write in a specific format for a given audience and purpose to a given topic. 

· Identify and refine nonverbal communication skills used in a presentation for a 

specified audience and purpose. 

Discipline-based 

Methods 

· Question the reliability of a given piece of historical evidence. 

· Create a mental or physical model of a process or event. 

Group Skills · Actively and respectfully listen to group members’ ideas and opinions. 

· Encourage others to share and contribute.   

· Disagree respectfully, stating what value you see in the person’s idea, then sharing 

your perspective and reasons. 

Problem Solving 

Skills 

· Discuss and examine the costs and benefits of making minimal and extensive changes 

(e.g. cause and effect). 

· Understand and use varies strategies flexibly to solve a given problem. 

· Examine a problem from multiple viewpoints. 

Process Skills · Use color and line techniques to convey a given idea, evoke a specific reaction, or 

communicate a given message through an original piece of artwork.  

· Determine and apply the most effective algorithm to solve a given real-life problem.   

· Critique a musical composition.  

Reflection & 

Metacognition 

· Reflect on your progress towards academic and personal goals.  

· Understand various thinking strategies, determine and apply the most effective 

strategy to a given problem or situation. 

Research Skills · Develop and refine guiding questions to get better search results (e.g. during online 

queries).  

· Evaluate sources for accuracy, appropriateness and validity 

Study Skills · Understand and apply how you best learn (environment, modalities, posture) to study 

sessions. 

· Develop a plan for managing time for and completing long-term projects.  

Thinking Skills · Use your senses to obverse and collect data about a given object or event. 

· Consider an issue from a variety of perspectives, including opposing viewpoints. 
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